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Monitoring large-scale civil infrastructure for a safer and more resilient world

Find out more


GEOTECHNICAL - GEOSPATIAL - STRUCTURAL

The Global Leader in IoT Remote Monitoring

Work with the standard in IoT remote monitoring. We are the front-runner in monitoring infrastructure across 70 countries. With over 3.000 network deployments, our IoT solution brings tailings dams, bridges, tunnels and other important assets to life. You can now perform monitoring 24/7 to determine the structural integrity of assets. 




	

Edge Devices

Deploy a connect and collect data acquisition solution. Our low-power, wireless devices are best-in-class for range and reliability and are certified across the globe.

VIEW PRODUCTS


	

Connectivity

Obtain connectivity where it matters for seamless data acquisition and transmission. We have been deploying long-range IoT network technology since 2010.

VIEW SOFTWARE


	

Device & Software Integrations

Leverage a top-of-the-line integration portfolio. Easily connect your existing instrumentation and monitoring sensors and systems. Obtain and analyze data remotely for data-driven decision making.

VIEW APPLICATIONS


	

Services

Choose from a broad service catalog designed to add value to your offering to make your projects even more successful.

View services
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Industries we serve

Your trusted partner for monitoring large-scale civil infrastructure through IoT technology. 
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Mining

We contribute to safer operations at 150+ tailings dams and mines.

View industry
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Construction

We support geotechnical monitoring across 200+ major construction sites to check structures are sound.

View industry
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Rail

We monitor slope and ground movements along tracks around the globe to prevent incidents

View industry
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Civil infrastructure

We collect instrumentation and monitoring data from 100+ large-scale civil infrastructure to monitor structural safety.

View industry









FEATURED APPLICATION

Early Warning System

Introducing a complete end-to-end solution that allows you to detect real-time deviations and trigger automatic events to prevent or minimise risks of ground movements. All, with minimum IT efforts required.

	Detect deviations from normal conditions within 2 seconds of a threshold breach.
	Automate data-driven decisions such as camera activation, sirens or other data-intensive control systems.
	Define and configure threshold-based alerts that can automatically trigger notifications via SMS and email.




Learn more
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Partner world

Together with best-of-breed partners, we help driving safety, efficiency and compliance.
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Mining

Using a cloud-based warning system to protect the Amazonian rainforest

Responsible mining firm MRN uses Worldsensing CMT Cloud to protect a sensitive ecosystem in Brazil.

Read Success Story
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Underground Mining

How LoRa Tree enhances underground communications

Worldsensing and MDT deploy LoRa Tree network topology to reach up to 10km of wireless communications in underground mines.

Read Success Story
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Mining

Using wireless IoT monitoring to improve gold mine worker safety

Worldsensing technology is helping monitor for mining-related slope instability problems at a gold mine in the Indonesian forest.

Read Success Story







News 

Stay up to date regarding Worldsensing








Barcelona, March 2024


Thread X3, a key component of Worldsensing’s core communications portfolio

Read more






Barcelona, March 2024


Expanding sensor integrations with our Digital Data Logger

Read more






Barcelona, February 2024


Worldsensing forges new partnership with TecWise/Comms International Group

Read more






Barcelona, February 2024


Worldsensing expands environmental monitoring solutions with Vaisala weather transmitters

Read more





Go to news hub 
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VIEW CERTIFICATES



Newsletter

Sign up 



×
Our newsletter will keep you up to date on everything related to Worldsensing, civil infrastructure resilience and IoT remote monitoring.

Please select one or all industries you are interested in.















SPAIN

Viriat, 47 10th floor

08014 Barcelona, Spain

+34 93 418 05 85

Contact





United Kingdom

Fitzroy House, Crown Street,

Ipswich , Suffolk , IP1 3LG,

United Kingdom

Contact





UNITED STATES

990 Biscayne Blvd, Ste 501-16

Miami FL 33132, USA

Contact





Singapore

83 Clemenceau Avenue 2nd Floor

Singapore, 239920

Contact





POLAND

Ul. Zelazna 2, Office 521

40-851 Katowice, Poland

Contact
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